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Challenge or Utopia?Challenge or Utopia?

The immaterial source: a new historical The immaterial source: a new historical 
research frontier.research frontier.



  

Challenge or Utopia? Challenge or Utopia? 

Language and practices mutations triggered by the advent of  
computer technology in historical context

A new historical communication frontier

Change in relations between historians and historical reflection  
(sources)

A provocation:

welcome the challenge of immaterial document?



  

Objective:

 A medieval cartulary digital edition,

Not just a transcription in electronic format but ...
... A virtual lab consists of:

• documents

• their interpretation 

• a range of survey instruments (summaries, inventories, essays, 
bibliographies, search engine, etc..) that enrich texts and 
encourage new ways of enjoyment

Challenge or Utopia? Challenge or Utopia? 



  

Basic principles:Basic principles: 

 technological applications:  not “neutral” traditional content 
vehicle, but > deep epistemological implications on the objects 
they study

 new ways of documentary approaching 

 technology, if properly exploited,  supports and enhances  
traditional academic goals ...

 ... and move the dividing line between research and 
communication, showing the underlying mechanisms of the 
exegetical issues.

Challenge or Utopia? Challenge or Utopia? 



  

In the beginning was the data-bases:In the beginning was the data-bases:

Coding languages exceeded decontextualizationCoding languages exceeded decontextualization



  

In the beginning was the data-bases:
Coding languages exceeded decontextualization.

The question: computer representation of documents in the historical

• identity preservation,

• ability to perform processing and research,

support a close relationship between data and context



  

Data-BaseData-Base:
Quantitative history (since the Sixties)

LimitsLimits:
Selective approach to sources

Powerful only in ordinary and repetitive areas 

Search only constant elements

The individual fragments are extracted from the membership  
information, de-contextualized, just to be more efficiently handled

In the beginning was the data-bases:
Coding languages exceeded decontextualization.



  

Historian's demandsdemands:

Table Ronde CNRSTable Ronde CNRS (1975) (1975) 

 “satisfying answers to information processing based on a medieval  
documentary sources could be achieved only by storing documents in 

extenso” 
(A. Pratesi)

In the beginning was the data-bases:
Coding languages exceeded decontextualization.



  

A possible answer: 

 digital imagingdigital imaging

Handicaps:Handicaps:
Even if formally in electronic format, documents suffer all the 
limitations of the texts presented on a computer, such as:
• inability to perform processing,
• difficulty of reading and context identification. 

In the beginning was the data-bases:
Coding languages exceeded decontextualization.



  

The added-valueadded-value given by the computer processing is achieved through

Development of a source's model representation that: 

 allow data's use without impoverishing many meanings;

 retaining nuances and ambivalence;

 be able to recover, reorganize and aggregate information structures 
within documents;

 maintains the form-integrity  

In the beginning was the data-bases:
Coding languages exceeded decontextualization.



  

A proposal:A proposal:

digital codingdigital coding

Encoding is an information representation of digital media in a 
 computer-readable format (Machine Readable Form, MRF)

In the beginning was the data-bases:
Coding languages exceeded decontextualization.

                MetafontMetafont



  

Keywords: 

metadata and markup as historical steps.



  

Low-level coding (encoding level 0)Low-level coding (encoding level 0)

At level zero, each text transcript by computation immediately 
encoded by the machine using a binary (0 and 1).

Keywords: metadata and markup as historical  steps.

A

65

0 1 0 0 0 

type

decimal type-code   

Binary encoding type-code 



  

Strong encoding  (high-level encoding):Strong encoding  (high-level encoding):

transforms raw-data into a explicit information-source. 

The high-level encryption allows you to make explicit any 
interpretation you want to associate with the text.

Keywords: metadata and markup as historical  steps.

• enriches  the text with information relating to structural dimensions,
• organizes the text in macro-textual structures,
• divided  the text into linguistic structures.



  

How to encode? The markup languagesHow to encode? The markup languages

• A markup language is a set of descriptive markup conventions of texts.

• Structural information is represented by adding to the text labels or 
<tag> that "mark"  blocks of text, which is assigned a particular 
interpretation.

• It's the principle of the database without the database.

• Specifically, the insertion of the markers (tags) within a text allows you 
to assign a structure to the representation, performing a diacritic and  and 
self-reflexive function.

Keywords: metadata and markup as historical  steps.



  

Keywords: metadata and markup as historical  steps.

Markup Markup conceptual nodesconceptual nodes:

• Identify structures and interrelations

• It forces the analysis of the text and context elements 

• It's simultaneously a text's part and information on the text

• It's similar  to a diplomatic transcription to computer use 

Encoding operation as a complex mechanism

modeling (and modeled on) the subject matter

 historical survey focal point



  

procedural  markup (or typographical): 
      instructions on formatting and text layout  (RTF, TeX)

declarative markup (logical or descriptive): 
      shows the  role played by the block  of text that refers (SGML, 
XML)

Keywords: metadata and markup as historical  steps.

The character-encoding doesn't exhaust the issues related to 
representation of a text'stext's characteristics:
• complex object 
• many  structural levels 

Markup languages allow representation or control of one or more Markup languages allow representation or control of one or more 
structural levels of a text document structural levels of a text document 



  

The The Liber Montis Regalis Privilegiorum Liber Montis Regalis Privilegiorum 

Sanctae EcclesiaeSanctae Ecclesiae  

electronic edition:electronic edition:

XML encoding.XML encoding.



  

 XML encoding

Coding standard choice: eXtensible Markup LanguageeXtensible Markup Language

XML features:XML features:

•Declarative languages family (SGML)

•Developed  by the W3C in 1998

•Advanced processing of HTML

•Textual Format: text and markup are strings of characters

•Public domain standard

•Hardware or Software indipendent

•Readable and  archived on any digital media (even future)

•SPEEDSPEED: but also stands for Storing, Publishing and Exchanging 
Electronic Documents.



  

File 
XML

On line
WWW

Paper

Cd-Rom

media
future

ManXml: legibilityXml: legibility 

 XML encoding



  

XML: advantages for historiansXML: advantages for historians

•encoding language flexibly to scholars needs 

•makes available full text 

•shows partitions and functions of the individual pieces of text

•maintains context

•meta-information  hidden in the output

•hierarchical scheme: nouns regularization, remarkable things

•dynamically selects and sorts the contents (automatic 
construction of indexes, lists, concordances, etc.).

 XML encoding



  

XML: how it worksXML: how it works

XML is a generic meta-language does not provide any prescription 
about form, quantity or markers name.

XML syntaxXML syntax:

 <ELEMENTS>: data on the  constitutive structure of a document, 
whose contents can be

• other elements: <ELEMENTs-CHILDREN>

• free text: <#PCDATA>

 <ATTRIBUTES>: second-level information regarding properties of  
elements.

 XML encoding



  

A look at the source:A look at the source:

Brief historical and diplomatic analysis of  Brief historical and diplomatic analysis of  
code Vat Lat. 3880.code Vat Lat. 3880.



  

A look at the source 

Liber Privilegiorum Sanctae Montis Regalis EcclesiaeLiber Privilegiorum Sanctae Montis Regalis Ecclesiae

Cartulary > most significant documents relating to Archdiocese of 
Monreale (management of  territorial patrimony) 

Planned by Archbishop Arnaldo di Rassach (in. XIV sec.)

4 copies4 copies::
1) lost
2) ms. F.M.5 BCRS (fragments: the 
original text?)
3) ms. XX E 8 BSAM
4) ms. Vat. Lat. 3880 BAV



  

    Palaeographic-codicological Considerations:Palaeographic-codicological Considerations:
• postdated (fn. XV sec.) 

• paper-code (cc. 56), good condition, simple workmanship

• only hand in two columns (Gothic script)

• calligraphic initials and red-titles.

Contents: 4 parts: 90 documents

1) 26 royal documents

2) 22 papal documents 

3) 14 bishop documents 

4) 28 documents (public 
documents, letters, sentences)

A look at the source 



  

Computerized approach:Computerized approach:  

modeling and encoding technical characteristics .modeling and encoding technical characteristics .



  

Computerized approach

The electronic encoding pattern is not neutral, but always related 
to research needs.

An important choice:An important choice:

TEI or ex novo?TEI or ex novo?

Text Encoding Initiative:

Electronic encoding of humanistic texts Guidelines  

is an international model

but:

is oriented marking the typographic appearance of the source, and 
omits logical and functional elements.



  

Source Specificity  Source Specificity  

Creating Creating ad hocad hoc marking marking 

based on the documents (semantics and specific historical and territorial)

Personal Interpretation Full Text

Computerized approach



  

Methodology:Methodology:

Particularly:

source code base exploration

relevant data identification 

entities and relations disambiguation

designing encoding system tailored to object, channel and target.

Original 
encoding scheme 

(open)

historical and 
diplomatist

analysis
of

documents

Ultimate 
encoding scheme

(richer)

Computerized approach



  

Encoding proposal: 2 macroblocksEncoding proposal: 2 macroblocks

1) Meta-information system

2) Meta-text information

Computerized approach



  

Meta-information SYSTEM blockMeta-information SYSTEM block::

• posizione documento: <NUMDOC/>
• datazione: <DATA/>
• paper numbers: <NUMCARTE/>
• tradition: <TRADITIO/>
  subelements <ORIG/> and <COP/> for originals and copies
• past editions : <ED/>
• past summaries precedenti: <REG/>
• bibliography: <BIBLIOGRAPHY/>
• summary: <REGESTA/>
 document comments: <COMMENTS/>

Computerized approach



  

<TENOR/>
<PROTOCOLLO/>
     <INVOCATIO/>
     <INTITULATIO/>
     <INSCRIPTIO/>
     <DTCRON/> (= data cronica)
     <DTTOP/> (= data topica)
     <APPRECATIO/>
     <FORMPERP/>

<TESTO/>
     <ARENGA/>
     <NARRATIO/>
     <PROMULGATIO/>
     <DISPOSITIO/>
     <SANCTIO/>
    <CORROBORATIO/>

<ESCATOCOLLO/>
     <DTTOP/>
     <DTCRON/>
     <RECOGNITIO/>
     <SUBSCRIPTIO/>
     <SMS/>
     <IT/>
     <COMPLETIO/>

Meta-text information Block:Meta-text information Block:

Markers  defining the joint
documentary of the speech

Not rigid grid:
allows many exceptions

Computerized approach



  

toponymstoponyms (tag <TOP/>):

required attributes

nm = “name standardisation” 

id = “toponym identification: “Name, City, Province”

where  it's not possible with value “unidentified”

Where is doubtful with value “uncertain”

Place names identified 

loc = “historical  location” 

ub = “location” 

ex. <TOP nm="Saganum" id="Sagana, Monreale city, Pa" ub="Contrada Sagana" 

loc="Val di Mazara">Saganum</TOP>.

Computerized approach

Meta-text information Block:Meta-text information Block:



  

Geographical featuresGeographical features (tag <TOP/>):

required attributes

nm = “name standardisation” 

id = “element  name, type”

type= “geographical area”

loc = “historical  location” (with  possible value “uncertain”)

ub = “location” (with  possible value “uncertain”)

ex. <TOP nm=“Cribellum, acqua" id=“Gabriele spring, Palermo city, Pa" 

ub=“Caputo mountainside" loc="Val di Mazara“ tipo=“spring”>aquam 
Cribelli</TOP>.

Computerized approach

Meta-text information Block:Meta-text information Block:



  

Micro -toponymsMicro -toponyms (tag <TOP/>):

required attributes

nm = “name standardisation” 

id = “micro-toponym identification: “Name, City, Province”

type= “toponymic  category”

loc = “historical  location” (with  possible value “uncertain”)

ub = “location” (with  possible value “uncertain”)

es. <TOP nm=“Calatrasis, castellum" id=“Calatrasi Castle, Roccamena city, Pa" 

ub=“Mount Maranfusa" loc="Val di Mazara“ tipo=“castle”>castellum 
Calatrasi</TOP>.

Computerized approach

Meta-text information Block:Meta-text information Block:



  

PeoplePeople  (tag <PERSON/>):

required attributes:

nm = “name standardisation” 

id = “person identification” (with possible value "unidentified")

optional attributes:

Kinship attributes = “fil, pat, mat, sor, fr, vir, ux” 

tit= “title,  office, occupation or  profession”

ex. <PERSON nm=“Silvester, comes Marsici" id=“Silvestro, Marsico earl" 

tit=“comes" fil=“Guillelmus, comes Marsici“>Silvestri comitis 
Marsici</PERSON>.

Computerized approach

Meta-text information Block:Meta-text information Block:



  

Ecclesiastical institutionsEcclesiastical institutions  (tag <ECCL/>):

required attributes:

nm = “name standardisation” 

id = “institution identification” (with possible value "unidentified")

tipo = “institution type” 

ub= “city or province” (with possible value "unidentified")

ex. <ECCL nm=“Montis Regalis, ecclesia" id=“S. Maria Nova of Monreale" 

tipo=“church” ub=“Monreale city, Pa”>Montis Regalis ecclesie</ECCL>.

Computerized approach

Meta-text information Block:Meta-text information Block:



  

Lists and descriptions of goods:Lists and descriptions of goods:

tag <BENIMM/>

tag <BENMOB/>

Events and historical facts:Events and historical facts:

       tag <EVENT/>

       Doc ume nt e ditor:Doc ume nt e ditor:

       tag <SCRIPT/>

       w itne s s e s :w itne s s e s :

       tag <TT/>

        

Computerized approach

Meta-text information Block:Meta-text information Block:



  

Marking  with a text editorMarking  with a text editor
Computerized approach



  

Computerized approach



  

Computerized approach



  

The historic editor:The historic editor:

walking through documents and  hypertext.walking through documents and  hypertext.



  

The historic editor

Aim of technological frame:Aim of technological frame:

• connect and interweave different levels (documents with documents, 
papers or documents with technical data sheets etc..)

•describe and represent the contents dynamically

• create an intersection laboratory between technological elements, 
historical and innovative exhibitions

• make visible the methodology adopted

• obtain multiple access levels 

Hypertext dimensionHypertext dimension

SourceSource
++

historical researchhistorical research



  

 I° level: DocumentsI° level: Documents

 Index (general and particular 
chronological, typological, etc..)

 links (between  documents, critical 
essays, to other sources, datasheets) Single document 

independence

Many  
access points

 II° level: framesII° level: frames

 Tools  Kit (bibliographies,  
diplomatic and codicological  analysis, 
summaries, search engine etc.)

 essays (ex. Liber history, Monreale 
history etc.)

The historic editor



  

Prototype of digital edition            http://vatlat3880.altervista.org/home.htmlPrototype of digital edition            http://vatlat3880.altervista.org/home.html

The historic editor



  

Prototype of digital edition            http://vatlat3880.altervista.org/home.htmlPrototype of digital edition            http://vatlat3880.altervista.org/home.html
The historic editor



  

Prototype of digital edition            http://vatlat3880.altervista.org/home.htmlPrototype of digital edition            http://vatlat3880.altervista.org/home.html

The historic editor



  

Prototype of digital edition            http://vatlat3880.altervista.org/home.htmlPrototype of digital edition            http://vatlat3880.altervista.org/home.html

The historic editor



  

To sum upTo sum up



  

To sum up 

Adapts itself to problems during constructionAdapts itself to problems during construction

EncodingEncoding

following  redefinitions

Hypertext structureHypertext structure

be increased

Enrichment of disciplinary tradition and innovationEnrichment of disciplinary tradition and innovation



  

To sum up 

“In history, as in any other field,doesn't matter the 
machine, but the question. The machine is interest only 
because it allows to tackle new and original question"

(E. Le Roy Ladurie, Lo storico e il calcolatore, in Id., Le frontiere 
dello storico, Roma-Bari, Laterza 1976, pp. 3-7:3). 



  

Thank you for your attention
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